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Work smarter
with insights into
your data

WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?
Your agency spends so much time responding to incidents and events. Without insights into patterns or trends, how can
you take your efforts to the next level? Your agency wants to be more effective, to strategize, prioritize and place units
and responders where they can prevent crime or accidents. The public wants to know where crime is happening and
what you’re doing about it. You need tools to make sense out of all the daily noise and data.

WHAT IS THE SOLUTION?
CentralSquare Analytics Enterprise brings all your data together for relevant insights into your mission and processes.
Analytics tools tie into your CAD and RMS system, allowing you to dig deeper. Officers on the street and command staff
can use reporting tools, mapping-based analysis, and charts and graphs for intelligence led policing, hotspot monitoring
and more efficient response plans. Search data across CentralSquare’s national database for investigative insights
into crimes that cross your jurisdictional boundaries. Share your data with the public through CrimeMapping, a public
website where citizens can access crime information.
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Combine enhanced
data services, mapping
and visualization
technologies for insight
into your policing
strategies

Visualize and
manage your fire
department with data,
analysis, mapping
and knowledge
management

Solve cases faster
and with artificial
intelligence and
analytics

Search the
CentralSquare national
database for records
outside your jurisdiction
for insights into your
investigations

Bring data from across
multiple systems
into one seamless
application

Track against
established
benchmarks and
identify areas for
improvements

Use your data to
prevent crime with the
power of prescribed
patrol

Use web-style browser
searching to find
people, places, words,
phrases, values,
alias spellings and
nicknames

CRIMEMAPPING
Share crime data with
the public through an
interactive mapping
website
Provide citizens timely,
searchable crime
information that meets
privacy standards for
better transparency

CUSTOMER GAINS

COMMUNITY
TRANSPARENCY

SOLVE
CRIMES

DISTILL
YOUR DATA

Share online crime data with your

Use investigative tools to

See trends and patterns across

community to allow citizens to
understand and support your
efforts

solve crimes in your own
jurisdictions and search a
national database

your 911, CAD, Records, Jail and
digital evidence for better decision
making

WHO WE ARE
CentralSquare Technologies is an industry leader in public safety and public
administration software, serving over 7,500 organizations from the largest metropolitan
city to counties and towns of every size across North America. Its technology platform
provides solutions for public safety, including 911, computer aided dispatch, records
management, mobile, and jail.
For public administration agencies, CentralSquare provides software for finance,
community development, human capital management, utility billing, citizen engagement,
asset management, property tax and municipal services. It also provides healthcare
management software for hospitals and clinicians. CentralSquare’s broad, unified and
agile software suite serves 3 in 4 citizens across North America. More information is
available at www.centralsquare.com.
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Our mission is to create the broadest, smartest, and most agile software platform to
help public service agencies build safer and smarter communities.
911 | Asset Management | CAD | Citizen Engagement | Community Development | Finance | Human Capital Management | Jail | Mobile | Municipal Services | Property Tax | Records | Utilities
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